A reference to Lolita in film, specifically the movie "Ilium," is made without further context in the document. The reference is categorized as "Overt" and "Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Obscure." The film "Black House" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is noted as "Overt." The film "The Plant" is described as "You need biographical data." The film "Northern Exposure" is mentioned with "No." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Ilium" is described as "Overt, Obscure, Reference." The film "Black House" is noted as "Yes, Reference." The film "Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" is described as "Yes, Reference." The film "The Plant" is mentioned as "Yes, Reference." The film "Northern Exposure" is noted as "Yes, Reference."
The Fall, a band from Manchester, released an album entitled Bend Sinister. Lead singer (and genius) Mark E. Smith cites Nabokov as influence.

It’s from a book called Pale Fire, by Nabokov. It’s a reference to a bird called Waxwing--there’s a poem about the bird at the beginning of the book. We were recording our first record and reading the book and making lists of names when we came across Pale Fire. So what’s your name a reference to? Cf.: “I was the waxwing of the shadow slain.”

I have to try so hard not to fall in love. I’ve never done so much of this. Brenda: She’s more like my Humbert Humbert. (…) Brenda: You know, my Constance Chatterley.